




100% passing rate on every Algebra and LE Regents, with over 60% and 80% 
mastery (85 or better) for math and science, respectively, on the June 2019 Regents.
On the June 2019 Regents, every math Regents increased in both passing and 
mastery.
On the June 2019 Regents, LE increased in both passing and mastery, ES passing 
rate remained close to the same at 85%, with an increase in mastery, Chem 
increased in both passing and mastery, and Physics saw a decrease in passing and 
mastery.
The results on almost every STEM AP exam exceeds the state or global passing 
average.



Many more students are now taking upper-level STEM courses in high school 
because of the stronger foundation developed, starting with the 8th-grade Challenge-
Up program.  For example, this year, we have 3 AP Bio classes, with over 80 
students enrolled.  This is a first for WHHS.
Connected Math 3 and Amplify are new programs that we are in the process of either 
implementing or piloting.



New courses: Design and Draw for Production, Computer Graphics and Web Design, 
AP Principles Computer Science and Video Production



Some trips the STEM department has organized in recent years: Liberty Science 
Center, Howe Caverns, Sterling Hill Mine, Museum of Natural History, Math Museum, 
That Chemistry Show, Dolan DNA Center, Boces Outdoor Environmental Science 
Center, Jones Beach.
STEM competitions: Long Island Science Congress, VEX Robotics, NYU Engineering 
Fair, Farmingdale State Diversity Summit, NYU Langone Envision Scholars Academy 



Students work together to unlock the box through course-specific challenges. 



STEM teachers afford students the opportunity to learn through creativity.



KidOYO is a coding program that students begin using at Cornwell Ave.  At George 
Washington, the students are exposed to many coding languages (i.e., A++, 
Python…).  Their skill level increases at middle school with more in-depth lessons 
using Python and the other coding languages.  Finally, at WHHS, the students can 
enroll in World of Technology and further develop their coding abilities.



All STEM teachers have embraced collaborative learning, even during Covid.  Many 
students can still collaborate with their peers by, for example, pairing up an in-person 
student with a remote student for class assignments.  




